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Welcome to the RMH Image Group eNewsletter.
Almost everyday we hear the same statement from
our customers: “I didn’t know you could do that!”
So in an effort to keep you better informed, each
month we will spotlight a recent unique project we
completed at RMH.

Selling Spring Arts Point

If you have ever looked to buy a home, the initial feeling you had about a place weighed heavily on your final decision to buy. So how would you sell a home that
hasn’t been built yet? Prudential Fox and Roach designed a unique solution when they created a plethora
of stimulating visuals within the sales office for Spring
Arts Point. RMH had the pleasure of joining Prudential to convert these visuals into a reality. Two sided
indoor signs installed into wall mounted swivel frames
depicted the different floor plans available to potential home buyers. In addition, polyester translucent
fabric banners with pinch frames attracted passersby
on the street. If an interested passerby walked inside,
they were greeted by single sided signs mounted to
a drafting table which revealed the town home and
condominium layout.
Left:
The Spring
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office

Top Left: Two sided Swivel frames.
Top Center: Fabric banner suspended with pinch
frame. Top Right: Close up view of pinch frame.

RMH Celebrates 5th Year

2007 brings RMH to it’s 5th anniversary. The
company would like to thank all of our customers, partners, families, and friends for their
continued support and relationships. We look
forward to the upcoming year and many years
to come.
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Top 3
products

The following items are a list of best
selling products for the previous month

1. Trade Show Display Graphics
2. Portable Banner Stands
3. Outdoor Vinyl Banners
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